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Editor’s View....

Amy Saunders
Editor

Drones: From communications to energy

It was recently brought to my attention that new doors are opening for the drone industry. As satellite sector participants, we’re well-versed
with drones being utilised for a number of applications; beyond-line-of-sight communications (in the battlefield, for example), intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR), commercial deliveries, aerial photography, racing, as satellite simulators (for fine-tuning the installation of a shipboard antenna), off-world prospecting, etc. This is by no means an exhaustive list.
What was news to me, however, is that drones are now being used in the wind energy world
as well. Indeed, companies are beginning to latch onto the idea of using drones as tethered kites
for wind generation at high altitudes, namely above 500km, where the wind blows stronger and
more consistently (solving the intermittence wind problem). Indeed, a 2012 study found that high
altitude winds could provide more than 100 times the global energy requirement. While wind
turbines have been getting taller to gain access to these high-altitude winds, this makes them
very expensive, and not remotely mobile. As a result, drones are becoming a much more costeffective and practically flexible alternative.
Skypull is one of the companies exploring this area. The company has developed an autonomous multi-copter drone with rigid wings that flies up to 600km. Capable of launching and landing
by itself, once the drone reaches the required height, it transitions into a kite mode and generates
traction on the tether that links to the generator. Operating on a similar line of thought, Makani is
utilising a prototype kite, flown by a computer utilising GPS and other sensors, in a loop formation, to produce up to 600kW of electricity. As
the kite flies through its loop pattern, the wing rotors spin in the wind, generating electricity which is passed down a tether to the grid.
While these new systems are still in their infancy, with a long way to go until they pose a practical challenge to traditional wind turbines
in use today, one day we may see more widespread adoption of alternative systems. Their application may at first be rolled out for remote
sites, in agriculture or the oil and gas sectors, before the technology matures to a point where more electricity is generated, and their use
is more widespread. Certainly, it’s great to see a novel application emerging from existing technologies in use today, particularly one which
could help solve such a fundamental need the world over.


“While these new
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systems are still in their
infancy, with a long way
to go until they pose a
practical challenge.....”
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....News & Analysis

Proton successfully delivers the Spektr-RG astrophysical
observatory spacecraft into orbit
The Proton M launch vehicle with the Block DM-3 upper stage
and the Spektr-RG astrophysical obser vator y was
successfully launched from Site 81 of the Baikonur
Cosmodrome on July 13, 2019 at 3:30:57 p.m. Moscow time.
The launch and flight were completed with no issues making
this the second launch of this type of vehicle in 2019.
Two hours later, at 5:30pm Moscow time, the spacecraft
was separated from the Block DM-03 and the orbital
observatory began its 100-day flight towards the L2 Lagrange
point between the Earth and the Sun, where it will be exploring
the Universe in the X-ray wavelength range of electromagnetic
emissions. All systems are operating nominally. Solar array
and thermal blanket deployment were verified. Spacecraft
tracking is enabled.
The following operations are scheduled during flight:
support system checks, telescope alignment, calibration and
testing, and preliminary astrophysical observations. The
mission involves six and a half years of scientific observation,
including four years of star scanning and 2.5 years of point
observation of objects in the Universe.
The spacecraft is expected to detect 100,000 galaxy
clusters in the observable part of the Universe, as well as
approximately three million accretive supermassive black
holes, hundreds of thousands of stars with active coronas
and accreting white dwarf stars, tens of thousands of starforming galaxies and many other objects, including objects
of unknown nature. This data is extremely important for
understanding how matter is distributed in the Universe, what
role dark energy played in its development and how
supermassive black holes appeared and grew.
The Spektr-RG spacecraft was developed in partnership
with Germany as part of the Federal Space Program on
request of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The
observatory is equipped with two unique X-ray mirror
4
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telescopes, the ART-XC (made in Russia at the Russian
Space Research Institute) and eROSITA (made in Germany
at MPE), which comprise an oblique incidence X-ray optical
system. The telescopes are mounted onto a Navigator bus
(NPO Lavochkin, Russia), that was adapted to the
requirements of the program.
Member of the Academy of Sciences Rashid Alievich
Sunyaev is the Mission Chief Scientist. The lead scientific
advisor for the ART-XC telescope (Russia) is Dr. Mikhail
Pavlinsky and Dr. Peter Predehl is the lead scientific advisor
for the eROSITA telescope (Germany).
The heavy-lift Proton launch vehicle was designed and
manufactured by Khrunichev State Research and Production
Space Center.
Including the launch of Spektr RG, there have been 419
launches of Proton vehicles in various configurations since
Proton became operational (1965), of which 106 were
launches of the upgraded Proton-M.

SpacePath boosts SATCOM technical expertise with
appointment of Dave Melville to the management team
SpacePath Communications a dedicated, European-based,
SATCOM amplifier manufacturer and equipment supplier, has
announced the appointment of Dave Melville to the
management team.
With over 30 years in the satellite system industry,
spanning senior engineering and commercial positions, Dave
brings a wealth of technical and application experience to
SpacePath. He joins the company from Vislink Technologies,
formerly Advent.
Newton Burnet, CTO and co-founder, SpacePath
Communications, said: “Dave’s experience and depth of
knowledge relating to ground-based satellite systems and
their applications will bring invaluable technical and
management expertise to the company.”
SpacePath’s high performance uplink amplifiers cover all
www.satellite-evolution.com | July/August 2019
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mission-critical segments including satellite newsgathering
(DSNG), flyaway or truck-based systems, fixed-earth stations

and military satellite communications.
Hyundai Global Service and Intellian sign strategic
partnership in satellite communications
Intellian, one of the global leaders of mobile satellite
communication antenna systems, signed a strategic
partnership in satellite communications with Hyundai Global
Service (HGS), a marine engineering & service provider and
subsidiary of world’s No.1 shipbuilding company Hyundai
Heavy Industries (HHI) group, on July 15 at Centum Science
Park in Busan, Korea.
As the first step of the cooperation, both companies will
expand HGS’ innovative ‘Integrated Smart Ship (ISS)’
solution; a digital ecosystem for vessel and fleet
management, incorporating a powerful data analysis
platform. This solution supports optimal vessel operation and
management and is expected to reduce fuel costs by over
six percent per year. With vessel lifespan varying based on
how they are managed, smart ships with integrated digital
platform capabilities such as the ‘ISS’ are more appealing to
ship owners looking to reduce costs and environmental
impact by optimizing operational efficiency.
HGS secures the satellite communications service, which
is fundamental to ‘ISS’ solution, ensuring it can provide smart
services whenever and wherever they are needed. Intellian
provides the most innovative satellite communication antenna

systems with high resilience and RF performance enabling
fast and reliable transmission of large amounts of vessel data
to shore. Moreover, utilizing Intellian’s innovative technology
and unmatched global service network, HGS managed
vessels can be confident of high availability of service worldwide.
A key aspect of the partnership is Intellian’s ability to
provide full life-cycle support to the vessels under HGS
management spanning, from monitoring and maintenance
to the general services. Intellian VSAT antennas will be
provided to all existing and new HHI ships as a standard
package. Furthermore, both companies will begin a fullfledged sales and marketing of ‘ISS’ solution & satellite
communications system to various maritime markets mainly
merchant, energy, etc.
Kwang Heon An, CEO of Hyundai Global Service, said,
“With the integration of Intellian’s satellite communications
antenna technology and our differentiated ISS digital ship
management system, we are well positioned to initiate a
paradigm-shift in how ships are operated and the value that
shipping companies can achieve from previously
unobtainable efficiencies.”
Eric Sung, CEO of Intellian, added, “We’re delighted to
build a strategic partnership with HGS. We are confident that
our innovative technology and global service network is at

Kwang Heon An, CEO of Hyundai Global Service (left) and Eric
Sung, CEO of Intellian (right)
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....News & Analysis
the forefront of the smart ship market and our collaboration
with HGS is integral to securing this leading position.”
Both companies have also agreed to co-develop new
smart antennas with the aim to ensure on-going improvement
to the ISS solution, while enabling HGS and Intellian to
respond to customer needs.

Tata Communications Transformation Services and Smart
Africa Alliance set to bridge the skills gap for nextgeneration technologies in Africa
Tata Communications Transformation Services (TCTS), a
global leader in transformative business operations and
managed network services and a wholly owned subsidiary
of Tata Communications Limited, has announced the launch
of its pioneering Skill Africa Program, in association with the
Smart Africa Alliance. The revolutionary program will address
the skills shortage in the technological industry and chart
the way for the future of telecoms and IT infrastructure in
Africa.
The intensive training program will cover a range of nextgeneration technologies and help future-proof the telecoms
and IT infrastructure in Africa. The Skill Africa program will
see approximately 150 engineers from across Africa being
trained on a variety of next-generation technologies including
Cyber-security, Internet of Things, Cloud, Big data, Robotics
and Smart Cities.
“We are committed to accelerate Africa’s journey to the
4th Industrial Revolution through enabling ICT infrastructure
across the continent,” said Madhusudhan Mysore, Executive
Chairman and CEO, Tata Communications Transformation
Services. “To ensure long term sustainability and growth in
ICT services we need to address the skills gap. TCTS has
launched this program to provide hands on experience in
technology and operations of ICT networks.”
“In order for Africa to be ready for the jobs of the future,
our engineers and professionals need to be equipped with
the requisite skill sets. The Skill Africa Program is about more
than just training 150 African people but also about starting
a skills transfer chain where the initial 150 can exponentially
impart these skills to thousands across Africa,” said Mr Lacina
Koné, Director General of Smart Africa.
“We launched the initiative as a way to give back to the
community,” said Harkirit Singh, Business Head – Africa, Tata
Communications Transformation Services. “At TCTS we are
committed to developing the skills crucial for the future of
telecoms and IT industry, through our high-quality training
programs. The Skill Africa Program will give the people of
Africa an opportunity to develop the essential skills needed
to help build Africa’s next-generation communications
infrastructure.”
Through this skills development program, each of the 25
Smart Africa Alliance member states will designate six
engineering professionals to take part in the Skill Africa
Program, therefore providing the opportunity to up to 150
African engineers to benefit from this program. Once selected,
the engineers will attend the program at TCTS Renaissance
Training Centre in India. Each 30-member cohort will be
trained for an intensive one-week period with the first group
expected to start in October 2019. Each training period will
begin at the beginning of every month for a week-long training
session, with the final group expected to complete the training
before the Transform Africa Summit 2020.
Singh added: “TCTS is proud to partner with the Smart
Africa Alliance on this exciting project. I am positive that our
6
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collective vision and training will transform Africa into the

dynamic knowledge economy it is meant to be.”
ZTE launches its Cybersecurity Lab Europe in Brussels
furthering its commitment to the ICT industry security
ZTE Corporation, a major inter national provider of
telecommunications, enterprise, and consumer technology
solutions for the Mobile Inter net, has fur thered its
commitment to improving security for the ICT industry by
opening its Cybersecurity Lab Europe in Brussels, Belgium.
Located in the administrative and political heart of the
EU, the Cybersecurity Lab Europe will provide a much wider
range of access to the external security verification of ZTE’s
products, services and processes, and will facilitate the
external cooperation in the security field with stakeholders.
The opening of the lab is another important part of a
transparency initiative of ZTE. Under such an initiative, the
company has launched two other Cybersecurity labs in
Nanjing, China and Rome, Italy in May.
As the platform for transparency and cooperation, the
lab provides four essential functions including source code
review, document review, black box testing and penetration
testing. In addition, ZTE will conduct in-depth research of
the security field in the lab, in partnerships with industryleading security organizations. Moreover, the lab will play a
significant role of guaranteeing the security of the company’s
5G solutions in the 5G era.
Representatives of the European Commission and of the
European Council, as well as telecoms operators, GSMA
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and other industry associations attended the opening
ceremony.
“ZTE’s original intention of the Cybersecurity Lab Europe
is to provide global customers, regulators and other
stakeholders with great transparency by means of verification
and communication,” said Mr. Zhong Hong, ZTE’s Chief
Security Officer. “The security for the ICT industry cannot be
guarded by one sole vendor, or by one sole telecoms operator.
ZTE is willing to play an important role in contributing to the
industry’s security along with its customers and all other
stakeholders.”
ZTE has been committed to providing customers with endto-end secure products and services, integrating security
considerations and controls into every aspect of the product
life cycle. Confronted with Cybersecurity challenges and
opportunities as well in the 5G era, the company will keep
adhering to its vision of “Enabling Connectivity and Trust
Everywhere” to bring trustworthy cybersecurity capabilities
worldwide.

NEC successfully transmits live 8K video using 5G with
the largest television station in France
NEC Corporation has announced the successful transmission
of live 8K video using 5G at an international tennis tournament
recently held in Paris, France. This demonstration was carried
out in cooperation with France’s largest television station,
France Televisions, and 8K broadcasting equipment
manufacturers. In this demonstration, NEC’s “VC-8900” 8K
material transmission encoder, which utilizes real-time video
compression technologies, was used to transmit highdefinition live 8K video of the tournament to 8K video monitors
and 5G smartphones and tablets at a location within the
tournament’s venue.


DOCOMO testing drone-based inspection service in
taiwan with FET’s support
NTT DOCOMO together with its capital affiliate Far EasTone
Telecommunications Co., Ltd. (FET), one of Taiwan’s largest
mobile operators, has been testing the Docomo skyTM
service for inspecting base-station towers in Taiwan since
June 20.
The service uses drones to photograph the towers and
then wirelessly communicate the information to a command
center in real time. This is the second overseas deployment
of Docomo sky, following Indonesia.
The first test, conducted on June 20 in the Hsinchu area
of northwestern Taiwan, involved checking FET’s towers for
equipment damage and rust using images taken by drones.
The test results, which were compared with the results of
conventional inspections, confirmed that towers could be
inspected in just one-third the time while significantly lowering
related safety risks.
Further tests are being conducted to confirm the service’s
comprehensive effectiveness.
The overall tests are expected to verify the service’s
effectiveness in realizing safe and efficient inspections.
Personnel in the field typically are required to climb basestation towers to perform inspections, so FET is hoping to
reduce the associated personnel costs and safety risks.
The service being tested is based on the Docomo sky
service that is now operating in Japan. DOCOMO is providing
FET with a cloud platform for operational support and data
analysis and a ground-control station application that enables
drone operators to input flight data with ease. The drones fly
automatically, take photos and transmit the images via the
platform in real time, enabling technicians to inspect the
towers via the Docomo sky website immediately.
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The power of data in space traffic
management
With more satellites planned for a variety of orbits in the next few years than ever before, space is
becoming an increasingly congested area in which to operate. Mark Dickinson, Chairman of the
Space Data Association (SDA), outlines the importance of data collection/sharing behind space
situational awareness (SSA) / space traffic management (STM), the issues this can create, and
the challenges being faced when interpreting the data.
Space is undeniably getting busier. With the launch of
SpaceX’s first Starlink satellites into lower Earth orbit (LEO)
at the end of May, LEO mega constellations are now an
imminent reality for the satellite industry. With the industry
expanding at a rapid pace, it is critical to ensure that the
space environment is managed effectively to prevent
congestion and potential conjunctions. The industry relies
upon good practice to prevent operational problems; however,
this has created its own challenges. Space debris is an everlooming issue facing operators, with even the smallest piece
of debris having the potential to cause costly damage to
operational satellites in orbit. Much of the debris is a selfmade problem; for years, space sustainability was an afterthought with inactive satellites left to remain in orbit with little
thought to the risk they pose to operational satellites. Of
around 5,000 satellites in space, there are only approximately
1,950 functioning – highlighting the severity of the space
debris issue.
A concern to all operators is not only the cost and
8
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operational implications of having an active satellite collide
with space debris, but the potential Kessler Syndrome effect
with a potential runaway situation of debris colliding with other
debris, generating ever more uncontrolled objects. Beyond
the obvious cost implications, operators understand the
importance of ensuring that satellite remains reliable; with
connectivity being delivered in many other guises, the satellite
industry’s reputation must remain robust to ensure that the
technology is held in high regard, both by consumers and
regulators. With the stakes high, operators are looking at preemptive measures to reduce the risk of collision.
Space traffic management: How will operators implement
best practice?
Space traffic management (STM) has been an important
addition to the industry; it promotes safe access to space
whilst endorsing its sustainable use. However, this comes
with its own set of challenges. Many space users are
competitors and/or military/government agencies which can
www.satellite-evolution.com | July/August 2019
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risk to operators; a collision with a 1cm object would most
likely disable a spacecraft.
With operators seeing STM/SSA as a necessity in
preventing collisions, it is unsurprising that there is a need
for high quality data to allow operators to adhere to SSA
guidelines. For years, space debris data has been available
from the Joint Space Operations Center (JSpOC) which is
collated from the US Space Surveillance Network and
coordinated by the US Air Force’s 18 Space Control
Squadron. However, many operators have been seen to rely
on public/private associations, such as the Space Data
Association (SDA), as pooled operator data is considered to
be more practicable than data from JSpOC alone. As part of
the service, the SDA collates operator data, compiles
conjunction assessments and disseminates the information
accordingly. This service provides operators with a secure
and cost-effective platform to share information and translate
the data into tangible results.

make data and information sharing a difficult task. Many
agencies are monitoring space, however, coordinating the
information in a secure and politically sensitive way raises
challenges. In addition to political challenges, space debris
poses another test in the way that it is monitored. A large
percentage of the space debris problem is formed of debris
that is too small to be tracked reliably and yet still poses a

Revolutionising LEO: What are the repercussions?
With potentially thousands of satellites being launched into
LEO over the next few years, many from within the industry
are querying how the mega constellations will affect space
debris. With the sheer number of satellites, it is hugely
important that SSA is employed to ensure best practice is
followed by operators. Beyond the obvious risk of collision
and the Kessler Syndrome, there are other concerns being
raised. LEO satellites will have shorter life expectancies and
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higher churn; do operators have a strategy to de-orbit failed
or end of life spacecraft? Enforcing space sustainability
ultimately requires operators to demonstrate that their
planned missions are adhering to approved pre-launch
deorbiting plans, in particular as part of the licencing regime.
Additionally, LEO is vulnerable to space weather which
influences hugely below an altitude of 700km. With space
weather potentially having a huge impact on a satellite’s
operational ability, LEO could be at a higher risk of having
numerous damaged and/or unmanageable satellites in orbit
at once.
Due to the dense infrastructure of the LEO mega
constellations, an unmanaged satellite will be at a higher
risk of collision with other satellites in the same orbit. This
risk makes data sharing a necessity; ensuring operational
safety and active collision management is critical. Orbital
regime is an important factor when interpreting data and
distinguishing the resulting risk; the calculations behind
conjunction assessments are not a ‘one size fits all orbits.’

Photo courtesy of Shutterstock

The value in data
If we are to ensure positive outcomes, there is a need for
access to consistently high-quality data. Collating data from
numerous sources poses a challenge; ensuring the supply
of consistent data is important, with operators of varying sizes

allocating varying budgets to data collection and
interpretation. With the huge planned increase of satellites
in LEO, the industry must look at collecting and providing
quality data to allow operators to work harmoniously in space.
Assessing risk from a single operator’s data does not provide
an accurate portrayal of the risk– it is important that data is
pooled securely and analysed collectively to highlight risks
according to the environment of each geocentric orbit.
Furthermore, operators have historically been at their own
discretion to react to the assessment results as they see fit.
However, with the importance of SSA being ever more
emphasised, there is an increasing expectation for operators
to use space responsibly and cohesively. Investment into data
collection and data sharing is a necessity in managing space
traffic successfully. Space debris is a threat to the space
environment and operators now understand their role in
preventing debris contribution and mitigating the effects of
the debris already in orbit. Without an industry-wide,
collaborative approach in managing space traffic, debris and
data, the industry is at risk of causing reputational damage
to itself; satellites must remain at the forefront of connectivity
through reliability and cost-efficiency. Cooperation and
communication are sure to strengthen space sustainability
and allow successful implementation of space situational
awareness.
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....Q&A Hughes Network Systems

Largest satellite Internet network
Hughes Network Systems, LLC is at the cutting edge of broadband satellite technology in the
commercial sector, boasting the largest satellite Internet network, HughesNet. It is the proud
developer of the JUPITER system, the world’s most widely deployed high throughput satellite
(HTS) platform, operating on more than 20 satellites, delivering a wide range of broadband
enterprise, mobility and cellular backhaul applications. Dave Rehbehn, Vice President of Hughes,
opines on the batch of exciting announcements Hughes has made over the last eight months,
including the latest about JUPITER, the OneWeb constellation, and the future challenges of the
company.
Question: We’ve spoken many times
before, but in the last six months
Hughes has been announcing a
number of major contracts: Why are
you so successful?
Dave Rehbehn: We’ve had a lot of
announcements recently, but why have
we been successful? I think it’s because
we’re pretty good at what we do. There
are so many announcements, I don’t
know where to start.
Let me start with the JUPITER
system: We announced some
significant enhancements to this
system, our modems are supporting
300Mbps of throughput, which can
support sixteen thousand simultaneous
sessions. Those two things speak to the
ability of our JUPITER system to be able
to support things like Wi-Fi hotspots and
cellular backhaul. We’ve had a number
12
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of other announcements regarding the
JUPITER system including support for
layer two, which is really important for
being able to integrate with terrestrial
networks, and we also announced
support for global roaming as part of
our mobility platform.
Question: We’ve been lucky enough
to see a demonstration of the
hotspots. How are they going to be
utilised?
Dave Rehbehn: It’s actually very
exciting! We’ve had a number of
announcements related to hotspots,
we’ve announced a number of
advancements with some of our
partners; Pacific Satellite Nusantara in
Indonesia as well as KB Iskra and
AltegroSky in Russia, where they have
used the JUPITER platform to deploy

community wi-fi, and they reach
thousands, if not millions of people.
We’ve also announced a partnership
with Facebook for Brazil and Mexico,
and we intend to take that even further.
What makes it so exciting is that WiFi is a really effective way to reach
people who cannot afford the subscriber
payment for their own VSAT, so we think
it’s really an effective way to reach
developing parts of the world.
Question: Now, everybody talks
about the digital divide and
delivering broadband to remote
communities, but are we actually
providing this bridge?
Dave Rehbehn: Bigtime. The JUPITER
System platform has been selected by
five service providers to help bridge the
digital divide across Indonesia. The
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perception is, I think you’d have to
speak to the government officials. What
I can tell you is that we’ve seen a big
increase in government digital divide
programmes, and I think that what is
driving it is the cost-efficiency of the
HTS combined with the performance of
platforms such as the JUPITER system.

Dave Rehbehn, Vice President of Hughes

ser vice providers – including
Lintasarta, Pasifik Satelit Nusantara
(PSN), Teleglobal and Telkom/
TelkomSat – won the tender bids from
BAKTI, a division of the Indonesian
Ministr y of Communications and
Information, to deploy 8,000 cellular
backhaul and Internet access sites
using over 7 GHz of satellite capacity
across multiple satellites.

Question: Regarding the new advent
low Earth orbit (LEO) constellations,
is that a game changer for the
satellite industry?
Dave Rehbehn: I think it’s more of an
evolution, we’re very excited about nongeostationary (NGSO) constellations,
whether it’s LEO or medium Earth orbit
(MEO), and of course we’re a
participant in the OneWeb constellation;
we’ve invested and we’re also a major
supplier of the gateway stations. The
gateway stations are really powerful,
they suppor t more than 10,000
handovers a second, just really
incredible stuff!
Our view on NGSO and GEO is that
are complimentary. GEO HTS can lay
down a high amount of capacity, a
capacity density to really tailor the
coverage to where people are, and it’ll

do it at the lowest possible cost per bit,
and the lowest possible cost per
terminal.
On the other hand, the NGSO
provide the coverage that is more
challenging for the GEO HTS, so we
think the two are very complimentary.
Our view of the future is that systems
and terminals will be able to provide
hybrid GEO HTS and LEO/MEO.
Question: Now, another interesting
bit of news which you can elaborate
on, is you’ve signed a contract with
Eutelsat. Can you tell us about it?
Dave Rehbehn: That’s right, we’re
really excited about it! We signed a
contract with Eutelsat for the KONNECT
satellite. We think that’s a real
endorsement of the JUPITER system
by a world-class satellite operator.
They did a very careful evaluation
of the marketplace and they said, ‘the
JUPITER system, it provides the
performance, the efficiency, and it has
the flexibility or ability to address many
market segments.’ That’s really what
they were looking for. So, we’re really
excited and thrilled to be working with

Eutelsat.
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Question: These are quite uncertain
times in the satellite sector; what are
the challenges for Hughes moving
forward?
Dave Rehbehn: I think the challenges
for Hughes is really to extend ourselves
even further internationally; in the USA
and in fact in the Americas, particularly
in Brazil, we’ve done really well. We
have over 1.3 million subscribers
across the HughesNet service area.
But, as we extend ourselves
internationally into more developing
parts of the world, the challenge is
going to be: How do we reach the
people who cannot afford US$50-60 a
month for a subscriber line? And that’s
again where the community Wi-Fi
becomes really important, plus cellular
backhaul. Those are really the
challenges and that’s why we’re so
focussed on those two areas in
particular.
Question: Satellite for use by cellular
backhaul and community projects
has always been considered
expensive, but that’s changing. What
is the true perception now?
Dave Rehbehn: I think it’s changing
because obviously of high throughput
satellites (HTS), and as for what the
14
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....Q&A Orion Span

Human communities in Space
Orion Span plans to build and sustain human communities in space, utilising technological
innovations to reduce the cost of living in space by an order of magnitude above others. The
Aurora Station hotel may well be the first commercial tourist destination in space should it meet
its slated 2021 launch. Frank Bunger, CEO at Orion Span, tells us more about the company’s
incredibly ambitious project.
Question: Orion Span was launched
relatively recently with some pretty
lofty goals. What can you tell us
about the company’s founding and
its vision for the future?
Frank Bunger: When I was kid, there
was a dream of low-cost access to
space driven by the Space Shuttle
program, along with the International
Space Station (ISS). While both
programs are absolutely magnificent
marvels, neither have served to lower
costs to access space. It took the likes
of companies like SpaceX, Blue Origin,
and others, in the early 2000s, to
commercialize space access to truly
see costs start to go down.
Like many frontiers in human history,
something big and new starts off as
being a gover nmentally funded
endeavour because there is simply no
commercial market in which a private
entity can flourish. As the initial foothold
is established, and government funding
withdraws, commercialization takes
16
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over. And that’s when things really get
exciting.
That’s exactly what happened to
rocket launch in the early 2000s. At the
time, everyone thought a commercial
rocket launch company was completely
nuts. They were wrong. The timing was
spot on and these companies are now
worth billions of dollars. Today, we are
in a similar transition as the ISS
approaches
retirement
and
commercialization must kick in to serve
that market.
Question: Orion Span announced the
first-ever luxury space hotel back in
April 2018. Capable of hosting six
people at a time, including two crew
members, the company will offer a
once-in-a-lifetime astronaut experience during a 12-day journey. The
launch date is slated for late 2021;
can you provide an overview of the
planned space hotel, and let us know
what the company has achieved in

the
last
year
since
the
announcement?
Frank Bunger: In the last year, we’ve
refined our technology, hit a first funding
milestone, completed work on a virtual
reality model of Aurora Station, and
started to work on a ground/physical
demonstration of Aurora Station.
Question: Just 72 hours after
announcing the Aurora Station hotel,
four months of reservations sold out.
What can you tell us about the hotel’s
reception after those first 72 hours,
and your expectations once the
station is up and running?
Frank Bunger: It was very optimistic
and positive. There is clearly a
tremendous public excitement and
interest in all things related to space.
Question: What are the biggest
challenges you foresee in developing
the Aurora Station hotel, and how will
these be met?
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Station?
How
will
visitors
communicate with loved ones back
on Earth, and how will crew stay in
touch with ground control?
Frank Bunger: For guests, there will be
high-speed Internet access. ‘Highspeed Internet’ may seem trivial, but in
space, you don’t take things for granted,
and having a high-speed connection is
more challenging than it may seem.
Crew will stay in touch via standard
ground to space communications
channels and methods that have been
tried and validated for decades.

Frank Bunger, CEO at Orion Span

Frank Bunger: The biggest challenge
I foresee is funding. Because we are the
first ones to propose a much lower-cost
solution to human presence in LEO,
there is no benchmark against which
to compare. This can make some
investors nervous. However, I should
mention that we have no challenge
winning them over after we walk through
our financial models.

Question: What are your expectations for Orion Span and the Aurora
Station in 2019-2020?
Frank Bunger: We expect to
demonstrate progress on some of the
technology we’re using to cut costs
aggressively for construction of
pressurized
and
human-rated
spacecraft. The exact timing and
release of this, I cannot yet reveal, but
we are highly optimistic.


Photo courtesy of Orion Span

Question: What can you tell us about
the communications capabilities that
will be in place on board the Aurora

Question: Orion Span is one of the
most imaginative companies in the
NewSpace arena right now; what’s
your assessment of the NewSpace
movement as a whole, and the other
sectors within it?
Frank Bunger: The NewSpace
movement is largely founded on the
same principles that drove the mobile
device revolution: Miniaturization and
commoditization of hardware. For
example, a computer that used to be
the size of a room now fits into your
pocket. Orion Span is different than
most of this movement, in that we are
focusing on the human experience and
expansion into space. We do benefit
from commoditization of hardware, but
that is not our main value proposition. I
consider us to be a platform for the

movement as it stands today. It feeds
into the growing low Earth orbit (LEO)
commercial ecosystem of which we
intend to be a cornerstone.
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....Shipping Industry

Photo courtesy of Newtec

How satellite connectivity has
become a critical factor for the
container shipping industry
With the advent of high throughput satellites and the booming very small aperture terminals
(VSATs) sector, connectivity throughout the shipping industry has never been as fast or reliable
as it is today. One of the biggest growth markets for satellite, shipping is going from strength to
strength, as reported by Andrew Faiola, Head of Mobility at Newtec.
Across the globe, the container shipping industry is
challenged much like the rest of the maritime industry. While
the demand is there with over 90 percent of the world’s trade
carried by sea, shipping volumes seem to have de-coupled
from economic growth. Populism, protectionism, and
technological innovation all have the potential to put further
pressure on freight rates.
It has never been more essential for container shipping
businesses to be able to function seamlessly and as costeffectively as possible, not only to remain at the top of their
field, but just to remain in business. There is a renewed
impetus on businesses to make sure that they invest correctly
in applications, systems, and compliance measures to
squeeze out every last bit of Return of Investment (ROI).
Ensuring reliable and ubiquitous communications on board
is a critical enabler to meet this goal.
Having the correct broadband infrastructure in place will
18
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not only enhance a business’ level of communications while
out on the ocean but will also benefit its ground-based teams
on land and make sure its day-to-day operations run smoothly.
In the container shipping industry, this often means having
access to global, high-speed satellite connectivity to ensure
that a business’ critical operations remain connected at all
times – even when out at sea and operating in harsh weather
conditions. Those in the maritime sector are realizing the
immense importance of adopting broadband satellite
connectivity and how it can enable a mobile office at sea,
now and in the future.
Difficulties at sea
The demand for cutting-edge, seamless connectivity has
never been higher. Unpredictable and interchangeable
weather conditions mean that if a business is using a legacy
communications system, it could add additional strain to a
www.satellite-evolution.com | July/August 2019
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Andrew Faiola, Head of Mobility at Newtec

safe in the field. Monitoring all the vessels in a container
shipping fleet is equally important as the business needs to
be able to track and locate them in real-time. Fleets not
utilizing the optimal connectivity mix could be holding
themselves back from maximizing their potential.
The crew working on board container ships also depend
on connectivity to communicate efficiently and using their
own devices and Internet of Things (IoT) applications can be
another drain on the system currently in use – especially if
that system is outdated and behind the times. If a broadband
infrastructure is not up to the standard, this can have a
negative impact on crew welfare and morale if they cannot
reach the connectivity levels they desire and, for example,
cannot access familiar content or connect with those back
home.
In addition, having a fully functioning navigation system
for container ship crews is of critical importance. A dip in
coverage or a loss of broadband signal can have disastrous
consequences, as shore-based crews could be sending timesensitive re-routing directions or important new instructions.
Failure to receive these could result in a delay of time-critical
deliveries and potentially impede crew safety.

business’ operational efficiency. It can also add an element
of risk to the ship’s crew and cargo if the latest electronic
charts, weather information, or security measures are not at
hand.
Container shipping companies must be able to contact
those at sea to ensure they are not only on course for their
designated mission-critical projects, but also that they are

High-quality VSAT services
IT providers and operators should be aiming to offer flexible,
future-proof Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) services
for all businesses operating at sea and on land. Northern
Sky Research (NSR) expects the maritime industry to have
75,000 VSAT-enabled vessels in use by 2028 and this
significant growth of more than 20,000 vessels in less than
10 years supports the theory that businesses are keen to
adopt broadband satellite connectivity.
Furthermore, if there is a medical emergency on-board a
container ship with satellite connectivity it can ensure that
the crew are able to speak to medical professionals based
on land via video over IP. Otherwise, if a crew member gets
injured or is struck down with illness, they may have to call
for helicopter assistance or change course to the nearest
port. Not only is this costly to the business, but it could
endanger lives if the crew cannot reach help in time.
Integrating reliable broadband satellite connectivity will
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....Shipping Industry

Telemed station. Photo courtesy of Newtec

specialists, such as Newtec, to help them stay ahead of the
curve. Satellite is of key importance and its dynamic offering
can help businesses operating at sea in often difficult and
unforgiving situations.
Most notably, Newtec recently agreed to provide its services
to Marlink, the world’s leading provider of end-to-end
managed connectivity and IT solutions for the enterprise and
maritime industries.
The duo continued their partnership earlier this year to
further enhance Marlink’s VSAT network and Marlink utilized
the Newtec Dialog® platform to help it fulfil this fundamental
need, building on the already-strong experience of Marlink’s
Enterprise division. Newtec Dialog allows operators and
service providers to offer their services via a single platform,
increasing efficiency, scalability and flexibility, while lowering
operating expenditure, to allow them to build and evolve their
satellite offering so they can unleash a range of new
applications for previously underserved markets such as the
maritime sector.

ensure that businesses in the maritime industries never miss
a beat and that operations are not disrupted by a lull in
communications. Fleets that adopt and deploy these services
will not only benefit from improved throughput but enhanced
IT solutions.

Photo courtesy of Shutterstock

New partnerships in connectivity
The growing and unrelenting demand from end users for
higher capacity to support bandwidth-hungry services, has
seen service providers turn to satellite communications

Spearheading the digital transformation
These offerings are becoming increasingly popular as
businesses within industries like container shipping grow
wiser to the value of choosing to implement broadband
satellite connectivity as an enabler to improve all areas of
their operations. Adopting satellite to enable VSAT services
can undoubtedly provide high-speed connectivity to fleets
across the world, as well as save businesses precious time
and money, improve crew safety and enhance the ship’s dayto-day mission-critical operations.
Satellite connectivity will spearhead the digital
transformation of container shipping fleets moving forward
as businesses race to implement new technologies and
applications which will help them steer clear of troubled
waters.
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....Small Satellite Solutions

Photo courtesy of Kepler Communications

Benefits and challenges of delivering
higher network resiliency for defense
applications via small satellites
Enabling reliable, secure communications is an essential component to successful military
operations throughout the world today. However, as the space domain becomes increasingly
congested and contested, delivering such communications in a secure manner is fraught with
challenges. Jeffrey Osborne, Co-founder & VP of Business Development at Kepler
Communications, opines on small satellite solutions.

Increasing democratization of space access in recent
years has paved the way for dozens of new private space
companies to emerge, making space a much more contested
and competitive domain. As a result, defense agencies that
derive capabilities from space must adapt to the new and
highly contested space environment.
Space network architectures that increasingly focus on
resiliency have been a key topic recently. Recently, the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) issued a
publication document some of the new threats in the space
environment. A contested space environment means an
increased risk of conjunction events, unintentional wireless
interference, and denial-of-service attacks such as jamming
or kinetic attacks. The CJCS publication disclosed its intention
to find the right balance in a hybrid communication solution
22
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that integrates both commercial and military satellites in order
to minimize these threats. The ultimate goal of increased
public-private collaboration is strengthening a space
network’s overall resiliency.
NewSpace capabilities, such as those derived from small
satellites in low Earth orbit (LEO represent a great investment
opportunity for governments. For SATCOM applications, these
low-cost, rapidly deployable spacecrafts are uniquely suited
to complement the more traditional Wideband Global
SATCOM (WGS) systems used by military operators to
achieve greater resiliency. Currently, defense agencies use
systems based on these single monolithic devices. Small
satellite constellations have a natural advantage over WGS
architectures in that a large number of nodes (satellites)
implies no single point of failure, making it resistant to service
www.satellite-evolution.com | July/August 2019
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•

•

satellites mean that new assets can be delivered to space
in months, rather than years, in the event of degradation
or destruction resulting from a hostile act or accident.
Disaggregation: One of the biggest advantages provided
by employing a constellation of satellites rather than a
single, multi-purpose unit is the ability to separate
dissimilar capabilities into separate platforms and
payloads. For example, strategic and tactical
communications can be spread across several platforms,
instead of integrated into a single spacecraft. This
provides the ability for governments to keep partial
functionality with some of the operations remaining
untouched in the event of a disruption, and also avoids
presenting a single appealing target to a hostile group.
Proliferation: Small satellites in LEO allow organizations
to deploy a larger number of spacecraft for the same net
cost as a single traditional satellite. This allows for
redundancy in network design, and increased coverage
area within a given timeframe.

The unique characteristics and low per-unit cost of
nanosatellites make them more appealing for military
applications that demand improved space mission assurance
through network resilience.

Jeffrey Osborne, Co-founder & VP of Business Development at
Kepler Communications

denial and disruption. Furthermore, due to comparatively low
costs, small satellite architectures often operate with multiple
spare satellites in orbit, contributing to overall system
resiliency as the network is able to quickly reconstitute from
the failure of one or even several satellites.
Defense challenges in the new frontier
Space is increasingly crowded with players vying for a share
of the communications and Earth observation markets, as
well as those carrying out technology demonstration or
scientific missions. Governments recognize that there is an
elevated threat to the integrity of communications systems
posed by an unintended in-space collision between spacecraft
or with man-made and natural debris.
Of further concern to governments that rely on spacebased communications, there exists the potential for
disruption from hostile nations or non-state actors to
intentionally damage space assets either through kinetic or
denial-of-service attacks. Recently, India became the fourth
country to demonstrate anti-satellite missile capabilities
alongside the US, Russia, and China. These tests showcase
that kinetic threats indeed exists outside the atmosphere.
Regardless of the origin of the threat, if commercial operators
are to be enlisted to shoulder some of the burdens of military
operations, several considerations will need to be made, and
standards will need to be established and compliance
ensured. These considerations include, but are not limited to
the following:

•

Reconstitution: This is the ability of a network to resume
function after a severe degradation. The rapid
development and deployment capabilities of small
www.satellite-evolution.com | July/August 2019
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....Small Satellite Solutions
Private-public partnerships
Despite their potential, small companies such as Kepler face
procurement hurdles when looking to deploy services within
the public sector. These hurdles are understandable, as there
is inherently more risk with contracting small operators that
lack the pedigree of more established players. While
innovative procurement vehicles such as OTAs and SBIRs
(in the US) or ISC and BCIP (in Canada) do exist, barrier to
entry still remain. Ultimately, the learning curves for both the
public agency and the small company are expected to be
steep.
Small companies are ideal partners for governments
looking to introduce disruptive technology, though the
disparity in procurement timescales needs to be effectively
managed by both parties. While month-long sales cycles are
expected in small companies, they are often incompatible
with the year-long procurement cycles commonly used by
government agencies. Nevertheless, the ability for small
companies to rapidly innovate and develop new products will
introduce a much-needed nimbleness into the defense
industry.
The end result will be effective, resilient, and economical
communications that will improve defense capabilities in
regions of the globe not adequately served by existing
methods.


Photo courtesy of Kepler Communications

Looking at future needs for telecommunications
Kepler Communications of Canada is one of many companies
actively working to mitigate the inherent vulnerability of
satellite systems. Kepler’s network of LEO satellites will
facilitate more resilient defense networks and will integrate
with other commercial and gover nment satellite
communication systems.
Today, the company’s global high-bandwidth data transfer
service is providing satellite communications in the Earth’s
polar regions, where traditional wideband geostationary
systems either do not have visibility or can only provide
service as spillover coverage which is characterized by low
bandwidth and poor reliability. Operating in Ku-band, Kepler’s
satellites deliver 100s of GBs a day for data transfers to
customers at fixed stations and on mobile platforms such as
marine vessels, aircraft, and land vehicles. Limited
connectivity at high latitudes is becoming a strategic gap for
the defense community. Increased activity in the polar regions
by scientists, tourists, shipping vessels and resource
companies is placing strain on the public sector, which
assumes responsibility for search and rescue operations as
well as escort missions through ice-covered waters. Moreover,
adversarial nations are increasing their investments in Arctic
infrastructure and capabilities, placing added pressure on
the public sector to maintain preparedness in the High North.
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....Oil & Gas

Photo courtesy of Cobham SATCOM

Connecting the unconnected to
gain efficiency in the onshore oil
and gas industry
Onshore oil and gas workers can make instant mission-critical or lifesaving calls from remote
exploration sites, thanks to the combination of L-band satellite and a network agnostic push-totalk (PTT) solution. Henrik Nørrelykke, Vice President, Land Mobile, at Cobham SATCOM,
reports.
In the global onshore oil and gas industry, exploration
sites are typified by large, remote and unpopulated
geographical areas, where rigs are moved regularly. For those
on the ground, lack of data or voice connectivity is a reality
of the working environment. In practice, this means that
establishing contact with the outside world requires a truck
journey of considerable distance – more than 100 miles in
some circumstances – before a reliable communications
network is available. When it comes to the safety and welfare
of workers, the implications of this are significant, often
requiring them to wait for several hours before a distress
situation can be reported, their exact position pinpointed, and
the right responders sent to assist.
With this scenario in mind, how can the oil and gas
industry equip workers with better communications in remote
areas? While establishing new radio networks would be the
ideal solution, such a project would be impractical for two
26
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key reasons. Firstly, because building the infrastructure
needed would take several years to construct, with
insurmountable CAPEX costs. Secondly, because assets are
constantly on the move, any constructed network would be
rendered obsolete after a short period, further confirmation
that the cost of developing such a network could not be
justified.
Reliable and agile communications
What the oil and gas industry needs is a reliable and
affordable communications system which can be set up
quickly and is agile enough to be transported as and when
rigs are relocated. Fortunately, there is a technology available
which can do just that. We believe the solution lies in
equipping the trucks that serve the onshore oil and gas
industry with connectivity that enables them to reach any
communications network available, any time, no matter where
www.satellite-evolution.com | July/August 2019
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....Oil & Gas
Ad hoc networking across company boundaries
In addition to communicating from remote areas to the
headquarters of oil and gas organisations, L- band satellite
systems accessed via network agnostic PTT solutions
provide the ability to establish communication networks
across different legal entities such as concession holders,
contractors, consultants and the like. Since such IP based
networks are configured on the fly, unprecedented flexibility
is obtained instantly.

Henrik Nørrelykke, Vice President, Land Mobile, at Cobham
SATCOM

A safe, profitable onshore oil and gas industry
While oil and gas industry workers are well used to managing
risks and their own personal safety when working in large
remote geographical regions, we believe that a technology
that enables those working in the field to communicate their
known position at the press of one button will provide a huge
comfort and be a game changer for those currently required
to travel vast distances to initiate a distress signal. It is our
goal to ensure L-band satellite via a network agnostic PTT
solution not only increases worker’s safety, but provides
onshore oil and gas asset owners with data they need to
enhance performance, both boosting efficiency and reducing
costs.


Photo courtesy of Cobham SATCOM

they are located. Such a system should enable workers to
communicate seamlessly, talking and listening, sending and
receiving data as much as needed, while working in the most
remote and inaccessible areas.
This is possible thanks to PRISM PTT +, a network
agnostic, user-friendly solution that enables users to make
mission-critical and often life-saving voice calls, as well as
sending and receiving important data, in all conditions. The
system works by harnessing L-band satellite technology to
provide uninterrupted connectivity regardless of geographical
location, switching seamlessly between terrestrial (2G/3G/
LTE) and satellite networks. In addition, it can be integrated
with LMR or DMR, ensuring that oil and gas asset owners
are getting the most cost value for their connectivity
investment as they can reuse their existing radios with failover
to satellite. In terms of installation, the system can be installed
in hours, not days, meaning the new technology is able to
make an impact on operations with almost immediate effect.

Harnessing data to improve performance
It’s not just reactive communications scenarios that could
benefit from combining L- band satellite technology with a
network agnostic PTT solution. The same solution could prove
a vital tool for performance enhancement and accident
prevention. This is possible because the system delivers a
continuous interface between the user’s data device
(computer, tablet or mobile data terminal) back to the central
IT systems. As a result, data from remote assets can be
accessed in real time, and decisions can be made to enhance
performance and safety.
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....Q&A Northrop Grumman

National security missions
Northrop Grumman is one of the leading global security companies at the forefront of
autonomous systems, cybersecurity, and spaceflight. The company enjoys a healthy history with
the US Air Force in supporting missions of national security and defence. Jennifer Bowman,
Communications Director for Propulsion Systems at Northrop Grumman, talks about the newly
developed OmegA rocket, its functionality for US national security, and future applications for the
design.
Question: Northrop Grumman has
recently launched its new rocket, the
OmegA. Why is it so important?
Jennifer Bowman: This rocket is
designed for national security missions;
as you may know, the US Air Force is
moving on to a new fleet of vehicles in
the next few years beginning with
launch missions in 2022, and OmegA
is the rocket that we’ve designed that
we think is the simplest, best, potentially
the most reliable design that they could
ask for.
Question: We understand that this
rocket is for intermediate and heavy
lift - why is that so important for the
military?
Jennifer Bowman: A lot of the payloads
they want to lift go far out into space,
into GEO, and are not trivial in weight.
So, they need a very robust system that
will provide a very nice quality of ride.
These are delicate instruments, and
30
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they have a very specific and important
job to do for the security of our country
and our allies.
Question: Now, with your heritage,
this new rocket is using a lot of flightproven technology. That’s a big
advantage, surely?
Jennifer Bowman: That’s correct, we
launch about fourteen missions a year,
not all of those are to space, some are
sub-orbital, but still very complex
missions. We build and design a new
rocket about once every year, so we are
in the mode of designing and building
all the time and thinking about what’s
new and cutting-edge and how we can
improve.
We’ve been able to take all kinds of
flight-proven heritage from avionics,
propulsion, even composite structures,
and put them into the OmegA to turn
out a vehicle very quickly. The Air Force
does not have a lot of time before they’re

required to switch out the rockets
they’ve been using for a new set, and
so everything we’ve done is to optimise
schedule, to have what they need when
they need it. So, the boosters, the first
stage down on the bottom, the second
stage, you can trace their lineage back
through the space shuttle, and the solid
propulsion that has been used for
decades to launch our most precious
cargo, humans, into space. We’re
excited to take that now to launch these
special national security missions.
Question: The launch sector is a
challenging one, and there’s a lot of
competition coming into the market.
What do you see as the main
challenges going forward?
Jennifer Bowman: There is a lot of
competition, and that’s exciting. It’s
good for all of us that there are so many
companies interested in space and
developing new technologies. We’ve
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solids come into play and are best
suited for those initial stages.
Other rockets are coming online,
they’re doing really great things, and
they’re complex. For us, we’re going to
focus on simplicity and delivering for our
customer, and we think that’s how we’ll
set ourselves apart.

Jennifer Bowman, Communications
Director for Propulsion Systems at
Northrop Grumman

Question: Moving forwards, Northrop Grumman is heavily involved
with the military, but
what about the commercial side?
Jennifer Bowman: We
have designed the rocket
for the Air Force’s needs,
but the basic version of it
really hits the sweet spot

Photo courtesy of Northrop Grumman

seen a lot of talk about reusability, and
for us and the design of our rocket, it
doesn’t make sense; we have a tube,
and we put kind of a cake batter into it,
and then we stick a nozzle on the end
and light it up. Why would you want any
of that to be reusable? For us it’s better
to build, and build new, so we don’t have
to sacrifice any payload capacity to
have fuel to bring something back; we
can get it up to the maximum amount
of altitude with the most thrust possible.
It’s getting off the ground initially that’s
really challenging, that’s when you have
gravity at its strongest, so that’s where

Question: People are increasingly
star ting to talk about green
launchers: How is Northrop
Grumman viewing that?
Jennifer Bowman: We’ve looked at our
propellant mixture and we’ve completed
studies on the environmental impacts
way back through the shuttle days. We
have found that for our rocket, and for
the liquid propulsion systems that are
coming online, the impact
is minimal at the flight
rates that we’re seeing.
We really wouldn’t
anticipate any adverse
impacts at our launch
sites.

for commercial launch, so commercial
companies could use the most basic,
stripped down, least expensive version
of our rocket and it would meet all their
needs. We’re making an effort to be
very affordable for the commercial
market, but we really do base our
business case on focussing on national
security. That’s what our company’s all
about, we don’t have a lot of other ideas
and things that we want to accomplish.
We want to make sure our customer,
the Air Force, is happy, and they’ve
been so supportive with us and the
other industry partners in terms of
understanding what we can do, and
what we think is important for the
missions. It has been a ver y

collaborative environment.
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Photo courtesy of AMC

Opportunities for satellite in the era
of commercial spaceflight
The NewSpace race is on, with commercial spaceflight projects deeply embedded at the core of
the movement. While major players like SpaceX, Blue Origin and Virgin Galactic are making
global headlines with their advances, the developments are being felt across the entire
aerospace industry. What are the opportunities and implications for satellite?

After decades of governmental monopoly, the spaceflight
sector has exploded onto the commercial stage. The Space
Age, pegged at starting in 1957 with the launch of Sputnik 1,
has become the NewSpace age, and everyone wants a piece
of the action. Massive government organisations, slow to
move and encumbered by strict regulations, tight budgets
and an old-school mentality, have been surpassed by more
agile private spaceflight companies with new ideas and
(seemingly) cash to burn.
The NewSpace arena seems to be split into two camps;
a small number of companies founded by billionaires with
dreams of the stars i.e. Jeff Bezos with Blue Origin, Elon
Musk with SpaceX, Richard Branson with Virgin Galactic; and
more traditional companies founded by forward-thinking
innovators such as Rocket Lab, Vector Launch, PTScientists,
etc., whose goal is to meet new market demands with profitgenerating solutions.
The billionaire-fronted companies seem primarily focused
on incredibly ambitious projects with the end goal the priority,
rather than the incredible technology developed on the way.
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Elon Musk’s aim is settlement on Mars, for example, and
SpaceX continues to develop its re-usable rocket technology
towards that final goal; the revenues produced from satellite
launches along the way seem largely coincidental to the
exter nal obser ver. Other more traditionally-minded
companies, however, have revenue-generating and
profitability more closely on their minds, aiming to develop
innovative new small satellite launch vehicles that generate
profit from a very real present-day need, as is the case for
Vector Launch.
NewSpace opportunities
The NewSpace era of commercial spaceflight really began
to take hold in the 2000s. Space Adventures, Inc. made history
in 2001 when it launched Dennis Tito, the world’s first space
tourist, to the International Space Station (ISS) for an eightday trip.
The company organised a total of eight trips to the ISS
over eight years, ending in 2009. Space Adventures can be
considered one of the earliest pioneers in the NewSpace
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Commercial Spaceflight....

era, paving a path that many others are now attempting to
follow.
Around the same time, in 2000, Amazon founder Jeff
Bezos quietly launched Blue Origin, which, unlike SpaceX,
stayed below the radar until its first attempted re-usable rocket
launch in 2015. Meanwhile, in 2001, Elon Musk announced
several ambitious Mars plans including the Mars Oasis
project, which were never realised due to the launch costs.
Appropriately, one of his current aims is to make access to
space more affordable; today, SpaceX’s Falcon 9 re-usable
rockets cost some US$50-60 million each, considerably less
than competitors in the US$100 million range. Virgin Galactic,
too, can trace its history back to the early 2000s. In 2004,
pilot and astronaut Mike Melvill flew SpaceShipOne to space
in a test trip, and after two more test trips and the award of
the US$10 million X-Prize, Virgin Galactic and Scaled

Composites incorporated that technology into SpaceShipTwo,
a passenger vessel intended to take private citizens into
suborbital space for the trip of a lifetime with a very reasonable
US$250,000 price tag.
Technology has come a long way since the early 2000s.
While both SpaceX and Blue Origin have succeeded in
landing and re-using rockets for satellite launches, Blue Origin
has also successfully flown and safely landed its crew
capsule, whereas in May 2019, SpaceX’s attempted launch
of its Crew Dragon capsule saw it explode during a test fire.
Boeing, too, is working on a crew capsule; its Crew Space
Transportation (CST)-100 Starliner spacecraft is being
developed in collaboration with NASA’s Commercial Crew
Program and we may see test launches later this year.
Meanwhile, in December 2018, Virgin Galactic flew its first
private astronauts on board SpaceShipTwo to suborbital
space. According to recent announcements, Virgin Galactic
is moving its development and testing activities from Mojave,
California to its commercial headquarters, Spaceport America
in Mexico, as part of the final countdown to a regular
commercial spaceflight service. Most recently, in June 2019,
NASA announced that it plans to allow 30-night stays on
board the ISS for the very reasonable cost of US$35,000 a
night, starting in 2020.
And these are just the big-name companies. A little further
away from making the headlines on a regular basis are the
lesser-known NewSpace organisations, progressing towards
their goals in leaps and bounds.
Barriers to space
Commercial space tourism has been ‘just around the corner’
for a couple of decades now. According to SpaceX et al, 2018
was the year when the first space tourists of a new generation
would see their dreams of visiting the stars realised. Alas,
this was not to be; SpaceX and Blue Origin are still a long
way off to launching humans into space, and Virgin Galactic
was the only organisation to meet the 2018 target.
Critics have been overly (in my opinion) harsh in their
judgement of these slipping space tourism timelines. Each
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commercial spaceflight company has been embarking on a
massive array of tests – as you’d hope, if you’re one of the
lucky few with realistic goals of heading to space any time
soon – of every possible aspect of their rockets and crew
capsules. Sure, there have been a number of catastrophic
failures, including SpaceX’s May 2019 explosion of its Crew
Dragon capsule, and parachute deployment for crew capsule
re-entry seems to be a particular challenge for most of the
companies involved. However, testing on this magnitude, and
for projects of this ambitious a scale, are going to invite some
pretty significant failures on the way to making sure everything
is fine tuned and safe for the first paying customers.
Financially speaking, it takes a lot of cash to embark on
some of the ambitious spaceflight programmes running right
now. Jeff Bezos reportedly sells US$1 billion of Amazon stock
each year to fund Blue Origin’s campaign – a remarkable
amount, but then, he is richer than all the other spaceflight
billionaires combined (apparently), and Blue Origin is
operated as a non-profit. SpaceX, on the other hand, is
bringing in significant revenues from a steady stream of
satellite launches, as well as resupply missions for the ISS.
In addition, while the US Government no longer operates a
human spaceflight programme, both SpaceX and Boeing
have been contracted to transport astronauts to and from
the ISS in the near future.
Investment into commercial spaceflight is massive, and
can only really be supported by massive companies,
government backing, investment fund interest, or private
billionaires, since return on investment is, if we’re honest, a
long way off. However, when that day does finally arrive,
NewSpace companies have a whole host of incomegenerating opportunities, including space tourism with both
orbital and suborbital jaunts, transporting supplies to space
stations, satellite launches, support of off-world settlements,
etc.
Impacts on the satellite sector
The satellite sector stands to benefit greatly from this new
era of commercial space tourism.

For one, the whole host of new launch options, including
lower cost reusable vehicles which can be launched to any
orbit desired, will make future satellite launches more versatile
than ever before. Launch frequency is a small but growing
issue among satellite operators as increasingly large numbers
of satellites are due for launch; as the 20,000+ planned small
satellite launches for the next few years grow nearer,
competition for launch bookings is set to rocket. In addition,
launch to less common NGSO are also ramping up in
availability, opening up doors for interesting new projects.
Today, and in the near future, we can expect satellite
operators to have more choice in launch provider than ever
before, too. As more and more companies get in on the action,
with satellite launch capabilities either their main goal or just
a stepping stone along the way, launch sector competition is
set to increase, helping ease prices for operators, on top of
availability. Never before has there been such strong demand
for satellite launch capabilities, and accordingly, there is a
rapidly growing number of dedicated small satellite launch
organisations coming into their own. Going beyond traditional
rocket launches, in-air launch systems on high altitude
platforms (HAPs) like space planes and balloons, are also
gaining ground.
Then there are the ‘off-world’ opportunities. Satellites are,
of course, in common use around the world, whether the
general public has any idea of the true scale or not. However,
as private organisations and government bodies edge closer
to off-world settlements or other-world industrial hubs,
interplanetary communication becomes a very real challenge.
The most obvious solution to enable reliable communications
between the Earth and Mars, for example, is a satellite
network. This opens the door to a whole host of new satellite
opportunities for the most innovative of satellite manufacturers
and operators.
You can bet your bottom dollar, too, that once mankind
has established off-world activity, we won’t be looking at just
one deep space satellite network, but a collection of networks
offering a variety of services, both complementary and in

competition with one another.

Amazon founder Jeff Bezos quietly launched Blue Origin, which, unlike SpaceX, stayed below the radar until its first attempted reusable rocket launch in 2015
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COMING SOON...
Enjoyed this issue of Satellite Evolution Asia?
Well hold on to your hats, because there is
much more to come!
Coming up in Satellite Evolution Asia September/October:









News
Cybersecurity: GTMaritime
Government networks: XTAR
Q&A Vector Launch
Space traffic management
5G
NewSpace

If your focus is the global satellite industry - look no further! The Satellite Evolution Group, a division of DS Air Limited,
is one of the leading print and digital marketing platforms for the industry. For over fifteen years we have served the
global satellite market with information key to this evolving sector.
The portfolio including Satellite Evolution Asia, Satellite Evolution EMEA, NewSpace International, and Global Military
Communications covers the entire spectrum of the industry from launch, ground segment and networks to space.
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